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STANDARD AMERICAN HUMANE UEP

Floor Space •    1.2 sq. ft. if perching available (brown) •    Same, except if no perching, then 1.5 sq. ft. 

square inches required •    1.0 sq. ft. if perching available (white)                     per hen

•    Nest space doesn't count in floor space

Nest Space •    1 sq. ft. of space per 11 hens •   9 sq. ft. of nest space per 100 hens 

square inches required     (10.76 sq. ft. per 120 hens) •    Suitable floor and clean substrate

brown or white •    Entry ramp or perch and nest pads or 2" - 4" 

    clean substrate

Perches •    6" per hen •    6" per hen

linear feet required •    Slatted floor may be used at the rate of .5 sq. ft. •    Slatted floor may be used at the rate of .5 sq. ft. 

               (72 sq. in.) per hen                (72 sq. in.) per hen

Location •    Not directly over each other - birds below not to get •    Not directly over each other - birds below not to get 

               soiled                soiled

•    Over feed trough discouraged but allowed if •    Over feed trough discouraged but allowed if

               centered - no droppings in trough                centered - no droppings in trough

•    Over water nipples discouraged but allowed •    Over water nipples discouraged but allowed

•    At least 12" from a wall •    At least 12" from a wall

•    20% of linear perches must be over 16" above floor •    20% of linear perches must be over 16" above floor

•    Perch must have at least .5" gap on either side •    Perch must have at least .5" gap on either side

•    Hens able to wrap toes

•    Perch height not over 39" from floor

Watering

Nipple •    1 per 10 hens - minimum 2 •    1 per 10 hens - minimum 2

Bell •    1 per 100 hens - minimum 2 •    1 per 100 hens - minimum 2

Trough •    2" linear space per hen •    1" linear space per hen

•    26' maximum distance to feed anywhere in house •    26' maximum distance to feed anywhere in house 
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•    minimum 8 hours of light •    .5xft candle minimum

Lighting •    minimum 6 hours of darkness

•    minimum of 10 lux (.9xft candles)

•    17.7 inches (45 cm) clear head height •   1.6 feet minimum and 3.3 feet 

•    39.6 inches (100 cm) floor to next tier                maximum

•    31.5 inches (80 cm) minimum distance •    If over 2.6 feet min between tiers then

Multi-Tier System •    79.2 inches (200 cm) maximum distance       must be at least 6.6 feet between tiers

Tier Seperation                between tiers •   2.6 feet maximum distance between

•    45 degree maximum dissention for hens,                     tiers

               arrange tiers accordingly •    45 degree maximum descent for  

                    hens, arrange tiers accordingly

Litter •    15% minimum of total floor space •    15% minimum of total floor space

Ventilation •    Ammonia not to exceed 25 ppm •    Ammonia normally less than 10 ppm 

                    and rarely over 25 ppm

•    2 square feet per hen outdoor run for at •    Must meet above plus National  

                    least 5% of the flock                     Organic Program Standards Board

Organic •    Opening to run size of >13.8" high by 15.8" 

                    wide (35 cm x 40 cm) with 6' per 1000 hens

Effective Date Date Certified 1/1/2013
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